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Abstract

In recent years, cycling has emerged as an increasingly important consideration for national and local authorities around the world, primarily because of the public’s growing awareness about its health benefits and greenhouse emissions reduction. In the last decade, transport related policies in Malaysia and particularly in Kuala Lumpur have been seeking to support cycling as a travel mode, yet, cycling levels in Kuala Lumpur remain low and evidence about interventions are mixed. Data from an exploratory case study is used here to understand the transportation system planning and urban growth of Kuala Lumpur and their impact on cycling uptake, examining current status of cycling facilities in KL, evaluating effectiveness of the cycling interventions, and the attitudes of participants of cycling events towards using bicycle. Using a combination of evidences from existing literature, observation referring to the quality and use of the first bicycle pathway in Kuala Lumpur, interviews with city officials and a survey of people’s attitudes towards using bicycle, this exploratory research highlights the challenges that a car dependent city faces in its urban transformation and in promoting cycling, as well as the residents’ motivations and deterrents to use bicycle for commuting.
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1. Introduction

Cycling is being promoted as a travel mode with the capacity to increase sustainable transportation, mitigate environmental problems and support healthier lifestyles. Studies repeatedly showed that land use, presence of reliable public transportation; existing infrastructure, personal and traffic safety, weather condition and socio-demographic factors have an impact on the willingness to cycle (Böcker, et al., 2013; Buehler and Pucher, 2017; Handy, et al., 2010; Heinen et al. 2010; Heesch et al., 2014; Pucher and Buehler, 2016; Nielsen, et al., 2013.). However, most of these studies have been conducted in cycling-friendly, western and developed countries like the Netherlands, Denmark and Germany or in other western and developed countries that at least have an adequate standard of cycling infrastructure or they are improving fast (e.g. UK, Australia or US). With the exception of increasing number of bicycling related research in China (as described by Yang et al., 2015) that nonetheless has a clear focus in the distinctive areas of e-bikes (Cherry et al., 2016; Fishman and Cherry, 2016) and bike sharing (Yang and Long, 2016; Zhang et al., 2015), there is very limited literature discussing the opportunities and challenges for embracing cycling in Asia and in particular Southeast Asia, where rate of cycling is low and there is almost no cycling infrastructure in their cities.

Moreover, although the impact of weather condition on cycling is well documented, they have covered countries with mainly moderate climates or with relatively cold and snowy winters that does not include Malaysia with its tropical climate (Böcker, et al., 2013; Flynn et al., 2012; Helbich et al, 2014; Koetse and Rietveld, 2009; Saneinejad, et al., 2012; Wadud, 2014). There is only a single paper (Meng et al., 2016) that discusses systematically the impact that tropical weather conditions and weather forecast have on cycling travel behavior in Singapore; however, that was a study looking at established cyclists.

Although cycling is not a common mode of travel in Kuala Lumpur yet, there is some moderate leisure cycling activity in KL, and in theory a vast potential for cycling uptake (Oke
et al., 2015). However, it is not the only reason that makes Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia’s capital city, an interesting region to study. Since 2009, the problems associated with the growth in car ownership, traffic, reducing car emissions and increasing the quality of life, is the subject of continual debate in national media across Malaysia (Bunnel et al., 2002).

In 2009, during the United Nations Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen, the Malaysian government along with many around the world, made a commitment to reduce by as much as 40% its greenhouse gases by 2020. In recent years, a number of policy initiatives have been launched to promote sustainable mobility, because of its economic benefits. Recently, particular attention paid to cycling because of some cycling advocacy groups and its well-documented health and environmental benefits when replacing short motorized trips (De Nazelle et al., 2011; Buekers et al., 2015). Mäkinen et al. (2015) argues that in the short term, the implementation and effectiveness of transport policies depend on urban form and, in the longer term, urban planning is influencing transport demands and its greenhouse gas emissions. Simultaneously, transport policies affect urban form as transport infrastructure investments change the relative accessibility of locations in urban areas, as they changed the accessibility in Kuala Lumpur during the past decades.

In this paper we review the urban growth of Kuala Lumpur and the development of its transportation system in relation to the local government’s growing commitment to promote commuting cycling as well as people’s perceptions of cycling. It can add to existing literature about cycling, as KL is a car-oriented city with no established cycling facilities and/or culture and it is interesting to see whether Malaysians will choose cycling as a means of travel. Specifically, this paper presents in its first part a desk-based review looking into Kuala Lumpur’s urban growth and transportation system. Attention then turns to policies and the programs/interventions targeted at promoting cycling. Through an exploratory case study research including: interviews with city officials, observations of the first cycling pathway in Kuala Lumpur and also a survey of resident who are participating cycling events, this paper highlights the tensions and conflicts of a city transformation, and identifies some of the factors that could hinder and others that could promote cycling to be a legitimate travel option in the future development of the city. The findings of this study contribute to a deeper insight of challenges in a city with very low rate of cycling to stimulate commuting cycling culture from people’ perspective as well local authorities.

2. Case Study: Greater Kuala Lumpur

2.1. Development Pattern

During the past three decades, Malaysia has experienced considerable economic and social transformations that have triggered massive and rapid urbanization; 75% of the population lives in urban areas (World Bank, 2015; Teriman et al., 2009).

Since the early 1990s KL has undergone a reorientation process from being a federal capital to becoming one of South-East Asia’s most prominent, modern and sophisticated cities (Bunnel et al., 2002). Its current identity however is dictated not only by economic growth and significant social and physical transformations but also by some of the highest levels of urbanization and motorization. These changes have led to the sprawl of KL’s population towards the southern part of KL, leaving most parts of the city center for businesses. The city center has witnessed therefore an unprecedented reduction in its population due to out-migration to the more affordable residential districts (Barter, 2004; Shuid, 2004). Literature showed urban density, distribution of centers of activity, and the degree of mixed land-use, influence the choice of transport modes (Cervero, 2002; McIntosh et al., 2014). The urban growth of KL has been based substantially on planned townships that have been developed in the British post-war new towns model style. As such the neighborhoods are car-oriented in their layout and their centers of activity rarely coincide with public transport nodes. In 2010, KL had one of the lowest densities among East Asia capital cities that increased commuting distance and support driving private cars (Kamba et al., 2007; Morikawa et al., 2003;
Aditjandra et al., 2013). This trend provides evidence to Teriman et al. (2009) suggestion that compact urbanization and transit-oriented development has been less successful in Malaysian cities when compared to other cities in Asia.

2.2. Car ownership, Streets’ Network and Transportation System

Economic growth has been accompanied by a rapid rise in private car ownership (361 cars per 1,000 people in 2010) according to Mat Yazid et al. (2011). In contrast, the share of public transport in cities has continuously declined from 34% in 1985 to 20% in 1997 and is now closer to 10–12% (Kuala Lumpur Structure Plan, 2020). This is partly influenced by a national strategy, promoting the two domestic automobile manufacturing industries - established in 1981 and 1993- and the idea that owning a car gives freedom, prestige and demonstrates a superior socio-economic status (Lim & Lee, 2012; Mohd Shariff, 2012). The increasing domination of the car in Malaysia is responsible for the significantly high Malaysian levels of carbon dioxide emissions per capita that according to United Nations Development Program, in 2007, were 114% higher than the average for countries in East Asia and Pacific and 88% higher than the global average for all middle-income countries (Senbil et al., 2009). However, there were no major government policies focusing on the promotion of active and clean transportation within the country until recently (Kari & Rasiah, 2008). Furthermore, the lack of interest to control car usage and inability to widen existing arterial roads, especially in Kuala Lumpur, led to increase demands for the existing infrastructure, and construction of more highways, which is an act ultimately promoting higher speeds and bigger volumes of cars (Almselati et al., 2011).

The Klang Valley stands out among Asian urban areas for having the highest level of expressway length per person (68 meters per 1,000 people), much higher than any other city in Southeast Asia, and similar to many Canadian and western European cities (Ong et al.,...
However, the rail network is only 15 km per 1 million populations while most large global cities have over 40 km per one million (Kuala Lumpur Structure Plan, 2020; Lim and Lee, 2012). This extra road capacity combined with the subsidized price of energy that increased the affordability of conventional fuel made private cars the main travel mode in Malaysia (Indati & Bekhet, 2014). Figs 2 and 3 provide transport network maps for Klang Valley and KL respectively.

**Fig. 2.** (Left side) Klang Valley’s arterial road map; **Fig. 3.** (Right side) Kuala Lumpur LRT network map

Mass transit systems are often seen as playing a key role in helping a city to move away from car-oriented trends, and motivate people to walk and cycle at least for short trips. The Malaysian government provides a public transportation system including buses and a Light Rapid Transit system, which is modern and covers over 200 km of electrified double-tracked service connecting major districts of the city-region and many locations in between. In addition to these, KL has a monorail system of 8.6 km built over an elevated track in the city center area (Bunnel et al., 2002). However it is not sufficient alone to transform the overall trend in KL because it came late in the motorization process (has expanded in 1990s after the establishment of the national automotive industry) and in the absence of planning policies. The potential of mass transit in the KL is hindered by failures in physical integration between lines and poor accessibility of stations and lack of sufficient interchange stations; so each line or mode operates as a stand-alone system. Also the rail system suffers from poor integration with the city’s land-use patterns and has a poor alignment and station locations in many key areas and as a result misses many important activity centers (Teriman et al, 2009). Furthermore, buses are vulnerable to traffic congestion; thus buses in KL arrive late. As a consequence, the public transportation has witnessed a continuous decline in its number of passengers. In 2010, in Klang Valley, only 17% (or 1.24 million) of approximately 7.24 million trips each day were completed using public transport, while the remainder 83% (or 6 million trips) were made using private transport with single occupancy vehicles being the norm (Chiu Chuen et al., 2014).

On the other hand, the road system in KL has been developed in a piecemeal fashion and thus, poor connections between major and minor roads resulted in lack of clarity in movement patterns (see Fig. 4a). A major deficiency, especially in the city center, is the lack of pedestrian connectivity. Activities such as unlicensed hawkers and vendors intruding into pedestrian walkways and buildings not permitting public access across their property boundaries resulted in leaving little or no space for pedestrians (see Fig. 4b). Lack of street
connectivity according to Pucher et al. (2011b) tend to lengthen trip distances, thus deterring walking and more crucially for cycling. In recent years, there has been a gradual improvement in the provision of street connectivity in newer neighborhoods but the shortcomings of earlier development remain (Kuala Lumpur Structure Plan, 2020).

![Fig. 4. The road network inside the City of KL and its problems: (a) chaotic patterns and thus poor connectivity between major and minor roads (left); (b) lack of dedicated road space for pedestrians (right)](image)

### 2.3. Cycling infrastructure in Kuala Lumpur

When it comes to cycling, the situation in KL is even worse. Cycling infrastructure is sparse in KL and although some cycle lanes (approximately 10 km) have been provided they are often of very poor quality and do not form part of a coherent network. There is also considerable danger posed to cyclists because of the speed of traffic, on street parking, and shared use of cycling pathways with motorcycles. Unfortunately there is not any official educational program for drivers on giving priority to cyclists or educational programs for cyclists to learn how to ride a bike safely in traffic (Kuala Lumpur Structure Plan, 2020).

Another issue is the presence of the ‘gated communities’ in KL that became a practice in residential development in late 1980s and has been growing rapidly in both high-rise properties and houses ever since (see Fig.5.). This concept divides the residential areas by walls and gates into private communities with restricted access, in which what would normally be considered as public spaces are privatized, and reduce the route choice for pedestrians and cyclists, thus discouraging the use of bicycle (Planning Guideline, GP 022, Ministry of Housing and Local Department, MY, Federal Town and Country Planning Department, Sep. 2010).

![Fig. 5. An example of gated community in KL](image)
2.4. Weather Condition and Air Pollution

The tropical climate could also be a deterrent for cyclists in K. Meng et al. (2016) for the very similar climate conditions of Singapore found; cyclists prefer relatively lower temperature (29.5°C - 31.5°C) and humidity (52.3% - 62.7%) and no rainfall (in past 60 minutes). However, Kuala Lumpur has a year-round tropical climate that is warm and sunny, along with a lot of rainfall. The city does not have a true dry season; however, experiences noticeably heavier rainfall from August to January. The city sees on average about 2700 mm of precipitation annually. Temperatures in KL tend to remain constant between 23.3 and 33 °C with an average humidity of 75-85%.

Poor air quality is another barrier to promoting cycling. Cyclists are exposed more than any other commuter group to increased levels of air pollution because they are often in close proximity to vehicle emissions. This exposure to traffic-related air pollution is not only making the travel experience an unpleasant one for cyclists but also is known to contribute to adverse respiratory and cardiovascular outcomes (Peters et al., 2004; Weichenthal et al., 2011). Not only KL does not have a favorable weather for cycling, it suffers from serious air pollution due to dust particles from forest fires from nearby Sumatra that every year cast a haze over the region (especially bad between May and August). Land transportation in KL is also contributing to its air pollution (Afroz et al., 2003; Ling et al., 2010) something limiting cycling’s overall appeal. Moreover, flooding is also a frequent occurrence in Kuala Lumpur whenever there is a heavy downpour, especially in the city center and downstream areas (Mat Yazdi et al., 2011).

2.5. Commuting Distance

The commuting distance crucially affects the potential for growth in cycling according to Pucher et al. (2011b). The Malaysian Census provides no publicly available information on this important dimension of travel behavior. However a recent gender-oriented study about telecommuting in KL (Hamsa et al., 2016) suggests, based on a sample of 454 questionnaires, that the average commute distance for all travel modes in KL is 17.4 km; a distance which is normally too long for utilitarian cyclists. It could be one of the reasons that KL has ‘diminished’ the use of bicycles as a common means of transportation among lower income communities who typically do not have access to private motorized transport and who are inhibited from using public transport because of its cost or because this involves a lot of walking (Pojani & Stead, 2015).

Considering the current situation and barriers, multi level policies is required to achieve the goal of reducing 40% of green house gases. For achieving these levels of CO₂ emission reductions, addressing the transport sector, as two-thirds of the greenhouse gas emissions come from fuel combustion related to transport, needs to be prioritized. Therefore, the idea of transit oriented development started to gain recognition after its inclusion in the Kuala Lumpur Structure Plan and the draft of Kuala Lumpur 2020 City Plan (Kuala Lumpur Structure Plan, 2020). In the following section, the cycling-oriented interventions and policies that the city introduced will be discussed.

3. Policies to Promote Cycling and Cycling Advocacy in Kuala Lumpur

The first evidence of any political attention being given to sustainable transportation in KL was as recent as 2010, when the Economic Transformation Program (ETP) was launched on; this program is an initiative by the Malaysian government to turn the country into a high-income nation and turn KL into a livable city by 2020. The focus of the KL City Plan has four areas: physical/urban development, economic growth, social harmony and environmental sustainability. The City tried to reach this goal by building an integrated urban mass rapid transit system (141 km) capable of serving 64 % of travel in and out of city center, with Park and Ride facilities in the stations by 2020, and developing non-motorized modes of transportation (Kuala Lumpur Structure Plan, 2020).
The ETP also attempts to improve the quality of life in KL, through “the River of Life” project. It attempts to revitalize the Klang River through the redevelopment of several locations along a 10-kilometer stretch of the river, a thorough river cleanup program and beautifying the riverbank. The first cycling pathway in KL stretches for 5.5 km along Klang River; and it is part of the river’s revitalizing process; however, some parts of that is shared with motorbikes. It starts in front of the city hall and takes the cyclist to one of the shopping malls in outer city center. The route is extended for 18 km after that shopping mall along the highway that is built for motorbikes and can be shared with cyclists (see Fig.6). This cycling lane is one of the three routes that will be implemented by the local government; the length of the others will be 4 km and 2 km (Kuala Lumpur Structure Plan, 2020). Moreover, wherever it is possible, municipalities connect the existing walkways by coloring the floor to encourage cycling in that particular area (e.g. Ara Damansara, one of the suburban area in KL).

Fig. 6: The above sketchy maps are created by advocacy groups as a guide for those who want to use it for the first time, cycling routes are not available officially on Google maps. (right) Shows the first biking pathway from city hall to Midvalley and (Left) shows its extension that’s in fact for motorbikes to separate them from highway.

3.1. Cycling Advocacy Groups

Two active cycling advocacy groups in KL are closely working with “The River of Life” project directors to improve the bike lane. “Cycling Kuala Lumpur, Bicycle Map Project”, started in 2012, and attempts to claim space for the bicycle by pressurizing the government to build cycling lanes. They published a map as a guide for cyclists that is not an accurate road representation. All cycle routes have been surveyed and ridden by volunteer cyclists. The group also organizes cycling events and campaigns to raise awareness in the local media. The second group is “Kesas Night Riders” that was set up in January 2014 seeking to promote cycling for health and recreation. Kesas is part of the comprehensive network of road; it is a 34.5 km long expressway. The group has created a Facebook page and encourages the public to take part in their organized social/leisure night rides using the motorcycle lanes along the expressway on Thursdays at 8 pm, to avoid the heat. They started with a small group of 20 people and now have over 300 cyclists. Both groups aim towards helping the development of a cycling culture in KL. Although the advocacy group does not have any institutional powers, city government, including the City Mayor, invited them for consultation on utilitarian cycling.
3.2. Cycling Events

The Mayor of Kuala Lumpur has long been a strong advocate for cycling as a healthy and sustainable mode of transport, having pledged bicycle lanes for Earth Hour and having recently proposed Cycle-in-KL packages for tourists following the successful run of KL Car Free Morning. KL Car Free Morning started in January 2014 to promote a healthier lifestyle as well as create awareness about the alternative modes of transportation. On the first and third Sunday every month, a small number of roads around the City Hall in the city center of KL would be closed to traffic for two hours from 7 am to allow for a 6 km bicycle ride completely undistracted by cars. Moreover, KL City Hall has constructed cycle lanes, improved the existing pavements for cycling and provided opportunities for cyclists to combine their trips with public transportation (e.g. foldable bicycles can be carried on train during off-peak hours, between 9am and 4.30pm and after 7pm on working days, preferably wrapped; while bicycle racks are provided in LRT stations) (Kuala Lumpur Structure Plan, 2020).

Other national and international events also are indirectly promoting cycling; these include Cycle Asia KL that took place from 12-14 June 2015 at Dataran Merdeka through iconic landmarks such as Lake Gardens, the Petronas Twin Towers, and Muzium Negara with the support of The Mayor of Kuala Lumpur, Ministry of Youths and Sports and Dewan Bandaraya Kuala Lumpur (DBKL). “Cycle Asia Kuala Lumpur” was rolling out five different categories, ranging in distance from 100m to 48km.

Unfortunately, as recorded in Fig. 1, there are no official statistics available about the number of trips taken by bike or the percentage of the overall share of cycling in all journeys, since despite many recent efforts cycling has not been a common means of travel in Malaysia yet.

4. Research Methodology

This research has focused on Kuala Lumpur for two main reasons. First, the city government of Kuala Lumpur aim to transform KL into a sustainable city by 2020; however, the city is at the very early stage of facilitating cycling, so there are very limited cycling pathways, mostly with poor quality. Second, there is limited research about cities in developing country, and with tropical climate. Current condition of urban growth, traffic and personal safety, transportation system, and intervention to stimulate cycling were studied, and physical problems of the first cycling pathway were identified. In regard to answer the research question, this study attempt to identify the challenges in a car dependent city in promoting cycling, as well as the residents’ attitudes towards commuting bicycle. To be able to answer this question, we used different method of data collection. We did some desk research, survey of participants of cycling events, interview with city officials and cycling advocacy groups, observing the physical attributes of the first cycling pathway in KL.

4.1. Participants’ survey of cycling events

Owing to time and budget limitation, the principal researcher was not able to recruit a representative sample of KL residents. However, socio-demographics, attitudinal data and perceptions of participants in cycling events (e.g. Car Free Morning) and those who tried the new cycling pathway (on foot, or bike), were drawn from the survey. To better understand the situation, urban characteristics, transportation system, safety and cycling policies/programs were studied and examined carefully.

Participants were recruited randomly among those residents, who are interested in cycling, and have tried to cycle or have a plan to use bicycle in future (e.g. those who participate Car Free Morning Events). A structured questionnaire was used but most of the questions gave the option “other” as an alternative answer. The survey was created using Google forms and was available from the city hall website in KL (the organizer for Car Free Morning) between September and November 2014. People were also invited to take part in the survey through social media such as Face Book pages for Cycling in KL or Car Free Morning.
The survey also shows the perceived barriers and motivation for using bicycle and also provided basic demographic information, dominant mode of travel during a typical week and approximate daily commuting distance, purpose of using bicycle, knowledge about the built environmental information, and future plans to use bicycle. This data collection approach is in line with the work of others scholars (e.g. Dickinson & Robbins, 2009; Pikora et al., 2003; Sahlqvist et al., 2015).

4.2. Interview with City officials

Semi-structured interviews with city officials of approximately one-hour were conducted either during the Car Free Morning events or in the City Hall at their convenience time from April to August 2014. The interviews focused around three themes - their policies/programs to promote cycling in KL, the feedback they received from people using the pilot cycling pathway and the impact that their interventions on raising the awareness of cycling had. All the interviews were conducted in English by the lead author. Since all the participants were proficient English speakers (i.e. English is the second language for Malaysians) additional language support was not necessary. The interviews were digitally audio-recorded and fully transcribed. For the analysis the lead author took the overall responsibility for coding based on the themes that guided semi-structured interview (Ritchie et al., 2013). All quotes reproduced in this paper have been anonymized to protect participants' identity.

4.3. Observing physical attributes of the new cycling pathway in KL as well as users’ experiences

Observation is accepted as a strategic research tool that comprises several methods at once and subsumes of what is called field research (DeWalt & DeWalt, 2010; Bernard, 2011). According to Holloway et al. (2010) using the twin methods of participant observation and interviewing offers an unparalleled insight into participants’ world. Participant observation, usually in conjunction with interviews, has been used before in cycling research (e.g. Aldred, 2013; Fullagar & Pavlidis, 2012; O'Connor & Brown, 2007; Telfer et al., 2006). The first author cycled along the new cycle lane with a group of cyclists in order to get a deeper insight of the challenges they face while cycling in KL. The participant observation was an overt one; the researcher revealed her true identity and purpose to the group. The participation exercise was attended by 20 cyclists including representatives of the local Urban Planning Department, local advocacy groups, and practitioners responsible for the delivering the River of Life project, bicycle shops owners and other local people with an interest in cycling. The observation took place in November 2014.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Barriers to Cycling in KL (From city officials’ perspective)

There was a general acceptance among our interviewees that city cycling is not always feasible or pleasant due to absence of coherent cycling pathway network and their low quality. As city officials stated, there are facing three major challenges to stimulate cycling: 1) data collection about transportation is often irregular and insufficient for developing and evaluating policies/programs, also there is lack of knowledge about active transportation 2) In most part, significant changes are required to improve infrastructure which is difficult, and 3) Lack of budgets and skills to build cycling pathways with high quality.

Barriers to policy development and evaluation

There are many different organizations responsible for often overlapping, aspects of transportation, and there is an absence of a lead agency for sustainable transportation. Communication of related policies to the appropriate authorities is sometimes insufficient. Moreover, there is lack of human resources for monitoring and evaluating, also sustainable transportation is not fully understood by many government officials. Generally, economic
effects and growth are the main aim and environmental affects are secondary objective, surprisingly health benefits of cycling are not considered while developing policies, and it is also mentioned in Malaysia Stocktaking Report on Sustainable Transport and Climate Change, (2016). It causes some unwillingness in building more cycling pathways as the economic benefits of that is not obvious in KL.

**Physical and infrastructural barriers to cycling**

As noted earlier, the street network of KL is fragmented and streets are generally narrow. Also there are many highways and expressways that do not accommodate the construction of cycling pathways separated from traffic. As a consequence in many areas municipalities attempt to connect the existing pavements with marked cycle paths that usually have a width of two feet, and are of poor quality (Fig. 7a). However, this strategy is not feasible everywhere, as in some streets, walkways are totally absent and/or obstructed (Fig. 7b and 7c).

**Fig. 7. Problems with cycling “fitting” into the City:** (a) a bicycle path uses the existing pedestrian pavement in the area of Ara Damansara (left); (b) typical walkways in shop lots in Kuala Lumpur with stairs (middle) (c) Typical residential streets without pedestrians walkway (right)

Another issue is insufficient parking spaces for cars and lack of regulations and enforcement, leading to parking on the road. Accommodating cyclists on the road would generally require removing on-street parking. It was revealed that this is often controversial because the ability to park a car freely (or in a cheap price) on streets outside homes and businesses is seen by the drivers as a “right”. Cycling pathways are perceived as a threat to that right and an inconvenience to car users and local businesses (Fig. 8a).

Similarly, providing bicycle racks at LRT stations means taking space from motorbike parking bays. There are 49 stations on the Ampang and Kelana Jaya LRT lines and out of them, 17 have bicycle racks as an added facility (Fig. 8b). Although these racks have long been in existence, they seem to be under-utilized. Instead, “motorcyclists are using the majority of them” (Fig. 5c). One of the City Hall officers commented when revealing reluctance within the Planning Department to try implement this type of facility in a large scale, ‘If we construct a cycle pathway we are always scared that the moment we take space away from car parking there is always the danger that people will not use the cycle lanes (like bike racks in LRT stations) and people will say... but nobody is using them!’” However, it also acknowledged the poor management and planning that discouraging for cyclists.
Lack of budget, skills and guidelines to build Cycling pathways with high quality

There was also recognition that the City Hall lacked the skills on how to build a good bicycle network. According to city officials, due to lack of budget and skills, they tried to use the existing walkways/streets as much as possible to design the cycling pathway from City Hall to Midvalley Shopping Mall. Therefore, there is no consistency in design of the trail from one end to another. Blue color marked on the floor also mostly help riders not to get lost on the way; however, they are far behind the standard of on road cycling pathway. Few parts of the cycling pathway, mostly along the highway, and those parts that are shared with motorbikes, have enough width and consistent surface, as there is an established guideline for designing motorbike lane in Malaysia.

The city officials commented that they understood what cyclists had to face by this “planning approach” but were unable to confirm whether any infrastructure improvements were going to be implemented for addressing these issues. They also added that the City Hall was still at an early stage of developing a comprehensive bicycling network, and there was therefore an urgent need to secure finance and the necessary competencies for achieving this.

5.2. Findings of Observation

This section presents some design flaws of the new cycling pathways based on observation. For instance figure 9 shows some parts of the first cycling pathway in KL where this is introduced as a buffer between on street parking and the space allocated for car traffic, that something could be potentially unsafe for cyclists. Also, the marked cycle pathway is barely one meter-wide parallel to a narrow two-lane residential street, leaving insufficient space between the two cycle pathways for cars to drive through that is dangerous for cyclists, and shows lack of skills in designing bike pathways (see Fig. 9b).
Not surprisingly, the majority of bicycle users currently avoid using these bicycle pathways on their own; instead they cycle in groups mostly during weekends when traffic is usually calm.

Bollards are used on the cycling pathways to protect cyclists from traffic while they have to cross a main road or a highway that is very inconvenient (see Figure 10).

**Fig. 10.** Problems with the new cycling pathway in KL: (a) Bollards to force cyclists to stop before crossing the highway (left); (b) Bollards to force cyclists to stop before crossing a main road

Figure 11 shows another design flaw just in front of the city hall. It is attempt to provide designated cycling pathway parallel to pedestrian crossing at intersections; however, cyclists have to hop the curb.

**Fig. 11.** Problems with the new cycling pathway in KL in front of the city hall and along the river: (a) designated cycling pathway at intersection that force cyclists to hop the curb (left); (b) obstacles in the middle of the cycling pathway that can potentially put cyclists at risk if two cyclists have to pass by each other.

Another issues along the pathway is the lack of clarity of the cycling pathway in some parts, existing of steep slopes ramp, and absence of signage that has negative impact on having a safe and effective travel on bike using this route (see Fig. 12). Also sharing most parts of the cycling pathway with motorbikes, who can ride as fast 80 km, potentially is unsafe for cyclists, although those parts are wide enough with smooth surface (see Figure 13).
Fig. 12. Inadequate clearance on the cycling pathway, just before Brickfields area, it is difficult to find the route to continue your journey.

Fig. 13. Problems with the new cycling pathway in KL. Sharing large parts of the cycling pathway with motorbikes that can ride as fast as 80 km will put cyclists at risk.

Taking into account all these conditions that the present study highlighted, KL is far behind having a good quality pathway, and developing and implementing effective cycling policies. However, understanding the cyclists’ (or potential cyclists’) perception of safety and their attitudes towards cycling will be useful to improve the policies. This is what Section 5.3 is set to do.

5.3. Cyclists and potential cyclists’ Views on Cycling in KL: Sketching the Profile of the Likely Cyclist

Other study suggests that the perceptions of a substantial population of a car dependent city about cycling, who are interested in bicycling but never did it, may be different than for individuals who already commute by bicycle at least occasionally, so it is important to explore it.

A total of 113 adult cyclists and non-cyclists (33.6% cyclists and 66.4% non-cyclists) participated in the study. Cyclists are those participants who at least cycle for any reason 1-3 days a month. Only 4.8% of participants consider themselves as commuting cyclists. Participants were evenly balanced between sexes, while the average respondent age was 30 years old; the age range was between 18 and 50. In respect to car ownership, 85% of the respondents had at least one car in their household, and 51.4% had two cars or more. These percentages decreased to 45.1% for those who owned at least one bicycle and to 23% for those who had two bicycles or more. However, more than 66% of the participants never cycled, they stated that there is a possibility to use bicycle in future if more people cycle. Around 62% of participants go to work by car and more than 15% of participants use motorbikes, they mentioned that, driving their own motorized vehicle is the easiest and fastest way of traveling to work. The educational level of the sample was almost evenly distributed between high school (24.8%), bachelor (39.8%) and higher university degrees (35.4%), and
the median monthly household income of the respondents lied between 2000 to 4499 RM \(^1\), which is considered as a middle income.

Our results also showed that, women were less likely to be cyclists than men and younger people were more likely to be cyclists. Another study in Malaysia also showed that generally adult males make up the majority of bicycle users (Ismail et al., 2002). These findings are consistent with the existing literature (Norzalwi & Ismail, 2011; Pucher et al., 2011a; Zhou, 2012; Aldred et al., 2016) that clearly suggests, cycling is not evenly distributed across genders and age groups in low-cycling countries.

The potential barriers to cycling for women are well-documented as their perception of safety (traffic and personal safety) varies from men (Garrard et al., 2008; Beecham, R., & Wood, J., 2014), also how they perceive the feasibility of alternative transportation mode is different from male. One possible explanation is that, women relatively make more complicated journeys to incorporate childcare and shopping with work commuting, also cycling restrictions that might have to consider different dressing style if choose to cycle (Dickinson et al., 2003, Akar et al., 2013). There might be some other influential factors on choosing to cycle in a low-cycling city and cycling policies must be tailored to stimulate commuting cycling in car dependent cities (Heesch et al., 2014). Other studies show, cycling makes the traveler visible, many people, and in particular women, do not feel comfortable to cycle in a low-cycling city and/or Muslim dominant society (Steinbach et al., 2011; Lenneis & Pfister, 2017). Furthermore, personal safety is an important issue in Malaysia and KL, one out of four women who commute using public transportation has experienced sexual harassment. Malaysian government has addressed this issue by providing Women-Only Coach KTM Komuter since 2010 (The oldest Rail transit in KL), because it covers the outer city areas. Lack of personal safety has been identified as one of the most important barriers to cycling in other studies (Bachok et al., 2014).

Relationships between age and cycling have generally received less attention but are potentially very important, as the health benefits of cycling are the largest at older ages or adolescents (Woodcock et al., 2014). Existing literature is in line with our finding suggesting that people in their twenties and early thirties are in general more likely to cycle for leisure than people older than 35 or 40 (Aldred et al., 2016; Heesch et al., 2014).

The likelihood of being a cyclist was higher for middle-income people in comparison to high income or low income ones. This was not an expected result, as usually people with lower income are more likely to cycle for commuting (Piatkowski and Marshall, 2015; Xing et al., 2010) and higher income is associated with recreation cycling, and cycling in KL is mostly recreation (Heesch et al., 2014). Steinbach et al. (2011), argue that class identities might shape the uptake of commuting cycling, and that is also an important factor in KL. In Asia in general and in Malaysia in particular, owning a car is a symbol of power and prosperity (Mohamad & Kiggundu, 2007). Our findings show those amongst the middle class, who do use bicycles for transport, do so by choice or because of the health benefits of cycling and not out of economic necessity, and it is in line with other studies (Bauman et al., 2010).

Absence of traffic and personal safety is a growing concern in Malaysia. With an average of 19 persons killed in road accidents every day in Malaysia, road accidents consider a serious threat to public health. It also underlines the urgent need for an effective policy response (Road Safety Plan of Malaysia 2014-2020). Lack of safety was also an issue for the majority of our respondents, and has been identified as a major constraint on cycling by many others too (e.g. Rietveld & Daniel, 2004; Xing et al., 2010). Especially in countries with low rates of cycling and high rates of car use, like KL (Garrard et al., 2008). One solution to improve the perception of safety is to design solely off-road cycling lanes, as it has been a successful strategy in the neighbor country, Singapore (Meng et al., 2014).

The majority (more than 80%) stated that they do not feel comfortable to cycle on hot and rainy days. Singapore with a similar weather condition to cycling in KL has been identified as a major constraint on cycling by many others too (e.g. Rietveld & Daniel, 2004). In general, this is associated with the health benefits of cycling are the largest at older ages (Steinbach et al., 2011), argue that class identities might shape the uptake of commuting cycling, and that is also an important factor in KL. In Asia in general and in Malaysia in particular, owning a car is a symbol of power and prosperity (Mohamad & Kiggundu, 2007). Our findings show those amongst the middle class, who do use bicycles for transport, do so by choice or because of the health benefits of cycling and not out of economic necessity, and it is in line with other studies (Bauman et al., 2010).

\(^1\) One Malaysian RM equals approximately 0.234 USD.
short cycling trips, made cycling a viable alternative to the car (Meng et al., 2014). Cycling has been recognized as an important means to promote public health (e.g. Bauman & Rissel, 2009; Nielsen et al., 2013; Oja et al., 2011; Pucher, & Dijkstra, 2003) and earlier studies actually show that those who are aware of the cycling-oriented health benefits tend to cycle more often or have an intention to do so in future (Monda et al., 2007; Bauman et al., 2010). The study results also show concerns about environmental and health benefits of cycling are the greatest motivation to cycle (Fig. 14). This indicates policy makers in KL should highlight the environmental and health benefits of cycling to design the programs to see more changes.

As Goodwin et al. (2004) stated travel behavior does change significantly and quite naturally, over the years. In this study, the most important barriers to cycling is lack of personal safety, followed by shared cycling pathways with motorbikes (they can ride as fast as 80 km per hour) that acknowledged poor managing the city and lack of skills in planning bike pathways in KL. Increasing in number of cyclists is always accompanied by improving the safety as they will be more visible and it can also improve the social norm of cycling (Heinen et al. 2010; Heinen & Handy, 2012; Willis et al., 2013). Most of the respondents mentioned that there might be a possibility for them to use bicycle in the future if many others do that. Others factors such as high-speed traffic, long commuting distance, and tropical weather condition also mentioned as barriers to cycling in KL. According to ecological models (Sallis et al., 2006), and studies that used Theory of Planned Behavior, strategies to increase utility cycling must be multi-level; at individual level, social and physical environment. Thus, authorities in KL must have a more holistic approach at different level if they want to stimulate cycling.
The subjective barriers and lack of awareness about benefits of active transportation combined with the absence of cycling facilities (or poor quality of the facilities), lack of personal safety, and lack of skill to develop and implement policies and interventions, creates a challenge in KL. A recent study that developed a model for accepting active transportation in Greater KL also revealed that contributing factors towards public acceptance of cycling include awareness, government actions, and service availability (Kho and Ong, 2015). Making the transition from a context where “bicycling” is a minor urban planning consideration under the shadows of automotive transport and “cyclist” is mostly an “unwanted label” for commuters to a context where cycling is a genuine modal alternative favored by the public, is a tough and not particularly straightforward task. Thus the authorities response slowly to initiate, invest, and change built environment that could effectively rebrand bicycle in KL.

6. Conclusions

This paper means to provide an overview of the urban growth and transportation planning in greater KL and to evaluate the policies and interventions over recent years that were designed to stimulate cycling. Bicycling can be closely associated with efforts reducing traffic congestion and car emissions by 2020, and towards promoting healthier lifestyles for the citizens of KL. However, utilitarian cycling in KL is invisible mainly because the lack of personal safety, shared cycling pathways with motorbikes that decreases the perception of safety, and overall limited and poor quality cycling facilities. On the other hand, recreational cycling has recently been visible mainly because it has been adopted as a leisure activity by the middle class and practiced mainly within designated and car free areas, or in residential areas on weekends that traffic is calm and during cycling events like the Car Free Morning.

The majority of our respondents do not feel comfortable to cycle when it is hot and rainy. Although the weather condition is a factor that cannot be improved by policy makers, the consequences of bad weather can be changed. For instance, adding some shady trees along the cycling pathways, or building covered biking pathways wherever is possible, can help a lot.

Observation confirmed that the existing cycling infrastructure has a poor quality, and in many cases is unsafe especially when is incorrectly implemented and shared with motorbikes. Furthermore, it is short and not part of a coherent cycling network; as such it has not
promoted commuting cycling, but it is used for leisure cycling on weekends. Some of the participants made it clear that they would wait until the opportunity (e.g. more and better bicycle infrastructure and public transportation services) for adopting cycling is a real one. It shows some individual interventions can increase bicycling to varying degrees; however, will be more effective as a part of a more comprehensive effort. City officials need to make sure that cycling is safe and propagate this message in a clear way, perhaps by constructing cycling infrastructure in the city center that connects popular destinations (e.g. major shopping malls and universities to LRT stations), imposing speed limits, improving traffic regulation enforcement, introducing car free areas, separated cycling routes with motorbikes, and learning from other countries, they would facilitate cycling for short distance (e.g. home to the nearest LRT station).

The other big challenge for the City Government of KL, is to develop a culture where cycling is seen as a normal means of transport for Malaysians. For example, increasing awareness about the health benefits of cycling, the most important motivation for our participants, can promote positive social norms to stimulate regular cycling. However, whilst getting in a car is perceived to be the quickest and most convenient mode for most people, only those most dedicated to cycling will use a bicycle in a regular basis. Therefore, car use must be transformed to a less convenient and attractive activity than what it is today.

It can be argued that authorities in KL needs to learn from successful cities that stimulated cycling (e.g. Singapore) and adopt some guidelines to design better bike pathways. Moreover, policies meaning to increase cycling need to follow much more fundamental changes in society and urban structure (e.g. coordinating land use) that will allow more flexibility in how and when people travel, and decrease the commuting distance, so that cycling can be more easily embraced by households as a utilitarian mode and not simply as leisure-only activity. Even with all such measures in place it is unlikely that cycling would be appropriate for all trips in KL, due to its tropical climate, and average commute distance but they could lead to a substantial increase in cycling across a range of households for short trips at least.

7. Limitations and Future Research

Despite the significance and the originality of the present research, and being one of the rare studies examining challenges and opportunities for increased bicycling uptake in the context of a Southeast Asian metropolis with tropical weather conditions, it should be acknowledged that our study had some limitations. Our sample represents more of a recreational bicycling population, or occasional commuters and those who are interested in cycling, but never tried. Thus demographics, attitudes and behaviors may be different to regular commuting cyclists. We must therefore caution that our results only pertain to this sampled population. To paint a better picture, future studies may benefit from a stratified sampling approach, and a larger sample overall, one that specifically recruits more commuting cyclists, and compare attitudes and barriers to cycling among different races.
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